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The Quickie James Patterson
A high-society wedding party stirs up new evidence in an unsolved murder in this thrilling stand-alone from the New York Times
bestselling coauthor of James Patterson's Now You See Her and The Quickie. Hamptons sand... Hamptons money... Hamptons
murder... When Terry Rourke is invited to the spare-no-expense beach wedding of his hedge fund manager brother, he thinks that
his biggest worry will be flubbing the champagne toast. But this isn't the first time Terry has been to the Hamptons. As the designer
tuxedos are laid out and the flowers arranged along the glittering surf, Terry can't help but take another look at a decades-old
murder trial that rocked the very foundations of the town--and his family. He soon learns that digging up billion-dollar sand can be
a very dangerous activity. The kind of danger that can very quickly turn even the most beautiful beach wedding into a wake.
Someone is murdering Hollywood's A-list, and Alex Cross's family vacation is cut short as he navigates a mysterious world of
luxury, gossip, and hidden secrets. FBI Agent Alex Cross is on vacation with his family in Disneyland when he gets a call: a wellknown actress was shot outside her home in Beverly Hills. Shortly afterward, an editor for the Los Angeles Times receives an
email describing the murder in vivid details. Alex quickly learns that this is not an isolated incident. The killer, known as Mary
Smith, has done this before and plans to kill again. Right from the beginning, this case is like nothing Alex has ever been
confronted with before. Is this the plan of an obsessed fan or a spurned actor, or is it part of something much more frightening?
Now members of Hollywood's A-list fear they're next on Mary's list, and the case grows by blockbuster proportions as the LAPD
and FBI scramble to find a pattern before Mary can send one more chilling update.
A one-night stand spirals into a web of dark secrets in James Patterson's steamy thriller of love, lust, and murder. Lauren Stillwell
is not your average damsel in distress. When the NYPD cop discovers her husband leaving a hotel with another woman, she
decides to beat him at his own game. But her revenge goes dangerously awry, and she finds her world spiraling into a hell that
becomes more terrifying by the hour. In a further twist of fate, Lauren must take on a job that threatens everything she stands for.
Now, she's paralyzed by a deadly secret that could tear her life apart. With her job and marriage on the line, Lauren's desire for
retribution becomes a lethal inferno as she fights to save her livelihood-and her life. Patterson takes us on a twisting roller-coaster
ride of thrills in his most gripping novel yet. This story of love, lust and dangerous secrets will have readers' hearts pounding to the
very last page.
“Flawless”—James Patterson The explosive new thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of James Patterson’s
Michael Bennett series When a Gulfstream jet goes down in the Bahamas carrying a fortune in cash and ill-gotten diamonds,
expat diving instructor Michael Gannon is the only person on the scene. Assuming himself the beneficiary of a drug deal gone bad,
Gannon thinks he’s home free with the sudden windfall until he realizes he forgot to ask one simple question. Who were the six
dead men on the plane? Gannon soon learns the answer to that fateful question as he is thrust into an increasingly complex and
deadly game of cat and mouse with a group of the world’s most powerful and dangerous men who will stop at nothing to catch
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him. But as the walls close in, Gannon reveals a few secrets of his own. Before he retired to the islands, Gannon had another life,
one with a lethal set of skills that he must now call back to the surface if he wants to make it out alive. As a decade-long James
Patterson writing partner, Michael Ledwidge is a pro at writing fast-paced, in-the-moment prose, tightly choreographed action set
pieces and plot twists that drop at exactly the right moment. With this novel, he kicks off an unstoppable, gripping new thriller
series. Don't miss Michael Ledwidge's upcoming novel, Run for Cover!
The memorable story begun in When the Wind Blows continues in this thrilling novel, and it's one that really soars! Frannie O'Neil,
a Colorado veterinarian, knows a terrible secret that will change the history of the world. Kit Harrison, an FBI agent under
suspension has seen things that no one in his right mind would believe. A twelve-year-old girl named Max and five other incredible
children have powers we can only dream of. These children can fly. And the only place they will be safe is the Lake House. Or so
they believe..
The QuickieLittle, Brown
In James Patterson's dazzling thriller, two secret agents hunt down a serial killer targeting honeymoon couples in Rome. A
newlywed couple steps into the sauna in their deluxe honeymoon suite-and never steps out again. When another couple is killed
while boarding their honeymoon flight to Rome, it becomes clear that someone is targeting honeymooners, and it's anyone's guess
which happy couple is next on the list. FBI Agent John O'Hara is deep into solving the case, while Special Agent Sarah Brubaker is
hunting another ingenious serial killer, whose victims all have one chilling thing in common. As wedding hysteria rises to a
frightening new level, John and Sarah work ever more closely together in a frantic attempt to decipher the logic behind two
rampages. From "The Man Who Can't Miss," Second Honeymoon is the most mesmerizing, most exciting, and most surprising
thriller ever (Time).
Tom thinks he's got the perfect heist: a job on a hotel with maximum gain and minimum risk. Then one of his crew decides he
wants a bigger slice than he's owed and ends up in the Harlem River. Pretty soon the gang has scattered. Tom's not sure who's
alive, who's not and who will claim the money.
In this heart-pounding but touchingly romantic thriller, Detective Alex Cross pursues the most complex and brilliant killer he's ever
confronted - mysterious criminal who calls himself the Mastermind. In a series of crimes that has stunned Washington, D.C., bank
robbers have been laying out precise demands when they enter the building - and then killing the bank employees and their
families if those instructions are not followed to the letter. Detective Alex Cross takes on the case, certain that this is no ordinary
bank robber at work - the pathological need for control and perfection is too great. Cross is in the midst of a personal crisis at
home, but the case becomes all-consuming as he learns that the Mastermind is plotting one huge, last, perfect crime.
The Women's murder Club's most terrifying Case Ever.
A Wall Street crash like never before... A shocking explosion at the Wall Street stock exchange injures hundreds of people and
brings devastation to one of the world’s major trading centres. A terrorist organisation claims responsibility for planting the bomb,
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but their motive is unclear. As federal agent Archer Carroll and trading enforcement director Caitlin Dillon investigate the attack, all
the intelligence points to one thing. The terrorists don’t simply want to bring chaos to America – they want to run the entire
country.
Europe is stunning in the summer . . . but NYPD detective Jacob Kanon isn't there for the beauty. He's on a mission: to track down
his daughter's killer. NYPD detective Jacob Kanon is on a tour of Europe's most gorgeous cities. But the sights aren't what draw
him-he sees each museum, each cathedral, and each cafe through the eyes of his daughter's killer. Kanon's daughter, Kimmy,
and her boyfriend were murdered while on vacation in Rome. Since then, young couples in Paris, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, and
Stockholm have been found dead. Little connects the murders, other than a postcard to the local newspaper that precedes each
new victim. Now Kanon teams up with the Swedish reporter, Dessie Larsson, who has just received a postcard in Stockholm-and
they think they know where the next victims will be. With relentless twists and unstoppable action, The Postcard Killers may be
James Patterson's most vivid and compelling thriller yet.
A poor art student living in New York stumbles on a bag of diamonds . . . but they come at a price in this unforgettable novel from
"America's #1 storyteller" (Forbes). Matthew Bannon, a poor art student living in New York City, finds a duffel bag filled with
diamonds during a chaotic attack at Grand Central Station. Plans for a worry-free life with his stunning girlfriend Katherine fill his
thoughts-until he realizes that he is being hunted, and that whoever is after him won't stop until they have reclaimed the diamonds
and exacted their revenge. Trailing him is the Ghost, the world's greatest assassin, who has just pulled off his most high-profile hit:
killing Walter Zelvas, a top member of the international Diamond Syndicate. There's only one small problem: the diamonds he was
supposed to retrieve from Zelvas are missing. Now, the Ghost is on Bannon's trail-but so is a rival assassin who would like nothing
more than to make the Ghost disappear forever. From the world's #1 writer comes a high-speed thrill ride of adrenaline-fueled
suspense you'll never forget.
"A breathtakingly beautiful supermodel disappears from a swimsuit photo shoot at the most glamorous hotel in Hawaii. Only hours
after she goes missing, Kim McDaniels' parents receive a terrifying phone call. Fearing the worst, they board the first flight to Maui
and begin the hunt for their daughter. Ex-cop Ben Hawkins, now a reporter for the LA Times, gets the McDaniels assignment. The
ineptitude of the local police force defies belief - Ben has to start his own investigation for Kim McDaniels to have a prayer. And for
Ben to have the story of his life. All the while, the killer sets the stage for his next production. His audience expects the best - and
they wonâ€™t be disappointed. Swimsuit is a heart-pounding story of fear and desire, transporting you to a place where beauty and
murder collide and unspeakable horrors are hidden within paradise."
Travis McKinley's life has drifted sideways. His job, his marriage, even his children all feel disconnected and distant. Has he really
accomplished nothing of consequence in his life? One Christmas Day, Travis plays a round of golf and finds himself for the first
time in the zone--playing like a pro. In astonishingly short order, Travis is catapulted into the PGA Senior Open at Pebble Beach,
where he advances to the final round. And while his wife, his children, and a live television audience watch, a miracle takes place
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that changes Travis, and his family, forever.
Cop and conjurer of demons, she’s a woman in danger of losing control—to a power that could kill. . . . Why me? Why now?
That’s what Beaulac, Louisiana, detective Kara Gillian was asking herself when an angelic creature named Rhyzkahl
unexpectedly appeared during a routine summoning. Kara was hoping to use her occult skills to catch a serial killer, but never had
she conjured anything like this unearthly beautiful and unspeakably powerful being whose very touch set off exquisite new
dimensions of pleasure. But can she enlist his aid in helping her stop a killer who’s already claimed the lives—and souls—of thirteen
people? And should she? The Symbol Man is a nightmare that the city thought had ended three years ago. Now he’s back for an
encore and leaving every indication on the flesh of his victims that he, too, is well versed in demonic lore. Kara may be the only
cop on Beaulac’s small force able to stop the killer, but it is her first homicide case. Yet with Rhyzkahl haunting her dreams, and a
handsome yet disapproving FBI agent dogging her waking footsteps, she may be in way over her head. . . .
As he faces a devastating personal loss, Detective Michael Bennett is about to take on the most sinister challenge of his career: a
kidnapping crisis that could destroy the most powerful people in America. The nation has fallen into mourning after the unexpected
death of a beloved former First Lady, and the most powerful people in the world gather in New York for her funeral. Then the
inconceivable occurs: Billionaires, politicians, and superstars of every kind are suddenly trapped within one man's brilliant and
ruthless scenario. Bennett, father of ten, is pulled into the fray. As the danger escalates, Michael is hit with devastating news: After
fighting for many years, his wife has succumbed to a terrible disease. As New York descends into chaos, Bennett has lost the
great love of his life and faces raising his ten devastated children alone-and rescuing 34 hostages. Day after day, Bennett
confronts the most ruthless man he has ever dealt with, a man who kills without hesitation and counters everything the NYPD and
FBI throw at him with impunity. As the entire world watches and the tension boils to a searing heat, Bennett has to find a way outor face responsibility for the greatest debacle in history.
To save her own life, Nina Bloom vanished. Now, to rescue an innocent man, she confronts the killer she thought she had
escaped forever. A successful lawyer and loving mother, Nina Bloom would do anything to protect the life she's built in New York including lying to everyone, even her daughter, about her past. Nina's secret life began eighteen years ago. She had a carefree
existence in Key West, a handsome police-officer husband, and a baby on the way. But Nina's world is shattered when she
unearths a terrible secret that causes her to run for her life and change her identity. Now, years later, when an innocent man is
framed for murder, Nina knows she must return to Florida and confront the murderous evil she fled.
The President's son and daughter are abducted, and Detective Alex Cross is one of the first on the scene. But someone very highup is using the FBI, Secret Service, and CIA to keep him off the case and in the dark. A deadly contagion in the water supply
cripples half of the capital, and Alex discovers that someone may be about to unleash the most devastating attack the United
States has ever experienced. As his window for solving both crimes narrows, Alex makes a desperate decision that goes against
everything he believes--one that may alter the fate of the entire country. KILL ALEX CROSS is faster, more exciting, and more
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tightly wound than any Alex Cross thriller James Patterson has ever written!
The Women's Murder Club takes on two deranged killers, but Detective Lindsay Boxer begins to wonder if the mysterious case is
also breaking apart her closest friendships. During an intimate dinner party, a cat burglar breaks into the home of A-list actor
Marcus Dowling. When his wife walks in on the thief, the situation quickly teeters out of control, leaving an empty safe and a
lifeless body. The same night, a woman and her infant child are ruthlessly gunned down in an abandoned garage. The killer hasn't
left a shred of evidence, except for a foreboding and cryptic message: WCF, the letters written in blood-red letters. With two
deranged killers on the loose Detective Lindsay Boxer calls on the Women's Murder Club to help her stop the insane killers. But
someone is leaking information to the press-details that only those on the inside could know. As allegations fly that Lindsay is the
source, she has to wonder: how much she can trust her closest friends?
In his sexiest, scariest novel yet, James Patterson deftly confirms that he always "takes thrills to the next level" (Pittsburgh TribuneReview). When FBI agent John O'Hara first sees Nora Sinclair, she seems perfect. She has the looks. The career. The clothes.
The wit. The sophistication. The tantalizing sex appeal. The whole extraordinary package-and men fall in line to court her. She
doesn't just attract men, she enthralls them. So why is the FBI so interested in Nora Sinclair? Mysterious things keep happening to
people around her, especially the men. And there is something dangerous about Nora when Agent O'Hara looks closer-something
that lures him at the same time that it fills him with fear. Is there something dark hidden among the unexplained gaps in her past?
And as he spends more and more time getting to know her, is he pursuing justice? Or his own fatal obsession? With the irresistible
attraction of the greatest Hitchcock thrillers, Honeymoon is a sizzling, twisting tale of a woman with a deadly appetite and the men
who dare to fall for her.
Dark mysteries come to East Hampton while a struggling lawyer fights to save his friend from being framed for a triple murder.
Montauk lawyer Tom Dunleavy's client list is woefully small-occasional real estate closings barely keep him in paper clips. So
when he is hired to defend a local man accused in a triple murder in East Hampton, he knows that he has found the case of his
lifetime. The crime turns the glittering playground for the super-rich into a blazing inferno. Dunleavy's client is a local hero, but he
knows the case rests on money, deception, and forbidden desires. His client will be framed-unless he can find the key to the case.
When Dunleavy is joined by his former flame, the savvy and well-connected attorney, Kate Costello, he believes he has a chance.
But payback is a bitch, especially from the rich. The violent retaliations of billionaires threatened by his investigation exceed
anything Dunleavy has ever seen. With the entire nation's eyes on him in a new Trial of the Century, Dunleavy orchestrates a
series of revelations that lead to a stunning outcome-and the truth is wilder than anything he ever imagined.
While grieving her husband's murder, a young Colorado veterinarian meets a troubled FBI agent and begins to uncover the world's
most sinister secrets in this thriller from James Patterson. Frannie O'Neill is a young and talented veterinarian living in Colorado.
Plagued by the mysterious murder of her husband, Frannie throws herself into her work, but it is not long before another bizarre
murder occurs and Kit Harrison, a troubled and unconventional FBI agent, arrives on her doorstep. Late one night, near the woods
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of her animal hospital, Frannie stumbles upon a strange, astonishing phenomenon that will change the course of her life forever:
an eleven-year-old girl named Max. With breathtaking energy, Max leads Frannie and Kit to uncover one of the most diabolical and
inhuman plots of modern science. Bold and compelling, When the Wind Blows is a story of suspense and passion as only James
Patterson could tell it.
Detective Jenna Murphy comes to the Hamptons to solve a murder-but what she finds is more deadly than she could ever
imagine. Trying to escape her troubled past and rehabilitate a career on the rocks, former New York City cop Jenna Murphy hardly
expects her lush and wealthy surroundings to be a hotbed of grisly depravity. But when a Hollywood power broker and his mistress
are found dead in the abandoned Murder House, the gruesome crime scene rivals anything Jenna experienced in Manhattan. And
what at first seems like an open and shut case turns out to have as many shocking secrets as the Murder House itself, as Jenna
quickly realizes that the mansion's history is much darker than even the town's most salacious gossips could have imagined. As
more bodies surface, and the secret that Jenna has tried desperately to escape closes in on her, she must risk her own life to
expose the truth-before the Murder House claims another victim. Full of the twists and turns that have made James Patterson the
world's #1 bestselling writer, The Murder House is a chilling, page-turning story of murder, money, and revenge.
One of the world's top players addresses nearly every aspect of the popular 5-string banjo style known as clawhammer or frailing.
Chapter themes include fundamentals; advanced and experimental techniques; arranging and backup; how to play reels,
hornpipes, jigs and other fiddle tunes; how to approach such genres as ragtime, bluegrass, klezmer, blues, calypso, and a wide
variety of national and regional music; alternative tunings; setup and accessories; and historical background. Features 120 tunes
along with numerous exercises and musical examples in crystal clear tablature; all tunes illustrated by author on two
accompanying CDs.
If Alex Cross stops running, he will die . . . three serial killers are on the loose, and they want revenge. Detective Alex Cross
arrests renowned plastic surgeon Elijah Creem for sleeping with teenage girls. Now, his life ruined, Creem is out of jail, and he's
made sure that no one will recognize him-by giving himself a new face. A young woman is found hanging from a sixth-floor
window, and Alex is called to the scene. The victim recently gave birth, but the baby is nowhere to be found. Before Alex can begin
searching for the missing newborn and killer, he's called to investigate a second crime. All of Washington, D.C., is in a panic, and
when a third body is discovered, rumours of three serial killers send the city into an all-out frenzy. Alex's investigations are going
nowhere, and he's too focused on the cases to notice that someone has been watching him-and will stop at nothing until he's
dead. With white-hot speed, relentless drama, and hairpin turns, Alex Cross, Run is James Patterson's ultimate thrill ride.
Four crime-solving friends face off against a killer in San Francisco in the Women's Murder Club novel that started James
Patterson's thrilling series. Each one holds a piece of the puzzle: Lindsay Boxer is a homicide inspector in the San Francisco
Police Department, Claire Washburn is a medical examiner, Jill Bernhardt is an assistant D.A., and Cindy Thomas just started
working the crime desk of the San Francisco Chronicle. But the usual procedures aren't bringing them any closer to stopping the
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killings. So these women form a Women's Murder Club to collaborate outside the box and pursue the case by sidestepping their
bosses and giving each other a hand. The four women develop intense bonds as they pursue a killer whose crimes have stunned
an entire city. Working together, they track down the most terrifying and unexpected killer they have ever encountered--before a
shocking conclusion in which everything they knew turns out to be devastatingly wrong. Full of the breathtaking drama and
unforgettable emotions for which James Patterson is famous, 1st to Die is the start of the #1 New York Times bestselling series of
crime thrillers.
Best case: survival The son of one of New York's wealthiest families is snatched off the street and held hostage. His parents can't
save him, because this kidnapper isn't demanding money. Instead, he quizzes his prisoner on the price others pay for his life of
luxury. In this exam, wrong answers are fatal. Worst case: death Detective Michael Bennett leads the investigation. With ten kids
of his own, he can't begin to understand what could lead someone to target anyone's children. As another student disappears, one
powerful family after another uses their leverage and connections to turn the heat up on the mayor, the press--anyone who will
listen--to stop this killer. Their reach extends all the way to the FBI, who send their top Abduction Specialist, Agent Emily Parker.
Bennett's life--and love life--suddenly get even more complicated. This case: Detective Michael Bennett is on it Before Bennett has
a chance to protest the FBI's intrusion on his case, the mastermind changes his routine. His plan leads up to the most devastating
demonstration yet--one that could bring cataclysmic devastation to every inch of New York. From the shocking first page to the last
exhilarating scene, Worst Case is a non-stop thriller from "America's #1 storyteller" (Forbes).
Police officers shot Detective Michael Bennett arrests an infamous Mexican crime lord in a deadly chase that leaves Bennett's
lifelong friend Hughie McDonough dead. From jail, the prisoner vows to rain epic violence down upon New York City-and to get
revenge on Michael Bennett. Judges murdered To escape the chaos, Bennett takes his ten kids and their beautiful nanny, Mary
Catherine, on a much-needed vacation to his family's cabin near Newburgh, New York. But instead of the calm and happy town he
remembers from growing up, they step into a nightmare worse than they could have ever imagined. Newburgh is an inferno of
warring gangs, and there's little the police-or Bennett-can do to keep the children safe. Target: Michael Bennett As violence
overwhelms the state, Bennett is torn between protecting his hometown and saving New York City. A partner in his investigations,
federal prosecutor Tara McLellan, brings him new weapons for the battle-and an attraction that endangers his relationship with
Mary Catherine. A no-holds-barred, pedal-to-the-floor, action-packed novel, I, Michael Bennett is James Patterson at his most
personal and most thrilling best.
The successful but lonely daughter of a powerful New York theater icon falls for her childhood imaginary friend in this touching
love story. As a little girl, Jane has no one. Her mother, a powerful Broadway producer, makes time for her only once a week, for
their Sunday trip to admire jewelry at Tiffany's. Jane has only one friend: a handsome, comforting, funny man named Michael. He's
perfect. But only she can see him. Years later, Jane is in her thirties and just as alone as ever. Then she meets Michael again-as
handsome, smart and perfect as she remembers him to be. But not even Michael knows the reason they've really been reunited.
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Sunday at Tiffany's is a love story with an irresistible twist, a novel about the child inside all of us and the boundary-crossing power
of love.
As Peter Carlyle waves his wife, children and brother-in-law off on a sailing holiday, all they have in mind is lying back and
relaxing. But as a violent storm breaks out, an explosion causes the boat to vanish without a trace and the family are lost,
presumed dead. Until now. When a message in a bottle is washed up on a shore, it becomes apparent that there must have been
at least one survivor. Peter is a broken man, he appears to struggle to contain his grief as he holds a heartfelt TV interview about
his loss. But all is not as it seems, beneath the grief lies a more sinister side, Peter is involved with a beautiful - and dangerous younger woman and it soon transpires that he knows more about his family's disappearance than he is letting on. He seeks to find
whatever remains of his family, but is he really looking for a happy reunion? And could it be that it isn't just Peter who is hot on the
Dunne family's trail? The race is on to rescue any survivors and discover what happened aboard the luxury yacht.
A young girl is killed in the crossfire after a routine arrest goes terribly wrong, and Lt. Lindsay Boxer has to defend herself against
a charge of police brutality. In a landmark trial that transfixes the nation, Lindsay fights to save her career and her sanity. While
awaiting trial, Lindsay escapes to the tranquility of the beautiful town of Half Moon Bay. But the peaceful community there is
reeling from a string of unspeakable murders. Working with her friends in the Women's Murder Club, Lindsay finds a link between
these killings and a case she worked on years before - an unsolved murder that has haunted her ever since. As summer comes
into full swing, Lindsay battles for her life on two fronts: before a judge and jury as her trial comes to a climax and facing unknown
adversaries who will do anything to keep her from the truth about the killings. It all comes to a head before the big annual 4th of
July celebration on the waterfront at Half Moon Bay. "Patterson knows where our deepest fears are buried. There's no stopping his
imagination." -New York Times Book Review "Patterson's skill at building suspense is enviable." -Kansas City Star "When it comes
to constructing a harrowing plot, author James Patterson can turn a screw all right." -New York Daily News

In broad desert daylight, a mysterious platoon of soldiers evacuates the entire population of Sunrise Valley, Nevada.
Minutes later, a huge bomb detonates a hundred feet above the ground and lays waste to homes, cars, and playgrounds:
a town annihilated in an instant.Alex Cross is on vacation in San Francisco with his girlfriend, Jamilla Hughes, when he
gets the call. The Russian supercriminal known as the Wolf claims responsibility for the blast. Major cities around the
globe are threatened with total destruction. The Wolf has proven he can do it; the only question is, can anyone stop him
in time? Surveillance film of the blast reveals the presence of another of Alex Cross' most dangerous enemies, the
ruthless assassin known as the Weasel. World leaders have just four days to prevent an unimaginable cataclysm. Joining
forces with Scotland Yard and Interpol, Alex fights his way through a torrent of false leads, impersonators, and foreign
agents before he gets close to the heart of the crimes. Racing down the hairpin turns of the Riviera in the most
unforgettable finale James Patterson has ever written, Alex Cross confronts the truth of the Wolf's identity, a revelation
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that even Cross himself may be unable to survive.
An aspiring photographer is about to get the chance of a lifetime in New York-and face a forbidden love that just might be
her downfall. Kristin Burns has lived her life by the philosophy "Don't think, just shoot"-pictures, that is. Struggling to make
ends meet, she works full-time as a nanny for the fabulously wealthy Turnbull family, looking after their two wonderful
children and waiting for her glamorous life as a New York photographer to begin. When her photographs are considered
by an elite Manhattan art gallery, it seems she might finally get the chance to start her career. But Kristin has a major
distraction: forbidden love. The man of her dreams is almost hers for keeps. Breathless with an inexhaustible passion
and the excitement of being within reach of her goals, Kristen ignores all signs of catastrophe brewing. Fear exists for a
reason. And Kristin can only dismiss the warnings for so long. Searching desperately for the truth through the lens of her
camera, she can only hope that it's not too late. This novel of psychological suspense is a stunning achievement for
thriller master James Patterson, "one of the bestselling writers in history" (New York Sun).
Alex Cross faces the most cunning, psychotic killer of his career in the blockbuster James Patterson novel that inspired a
major motion picture. Alex Cross was a rising star in the Washington, D. C. Police Department when an unknown shooter
gunned down his wife in front of him. Alex's need for vengeance was placed on hold as he faced another huge challenge:
raising his children without their mother. Years later, Alex is making a bold move in his life. He has left the FBI and set up
practice as a psychologist once again. His life with Nana Mama, Damon, Jannie, and little Alex finally feels like it's in
order. He even has a chance at a new love. Then Cross's former partner, John Sampson, calls in a favor. Now Cross
must go on the hunt for the most cunning, psychotic killer he has ever faced. . . and it pushes him dangerously close to
the breaking point.
High risk, high reward: a $5 million heist is the perfect job for Ned Kelly. But when it all goes horribly wrong, he discovers
a world of secrets and sabotage. Working as a lifeguard at a luxurious Florida resort, Ned Kelly meets the woman of his
dreams. It feels perfect in every way-except that she's used to caviar and Manolo Blahniks, and he's used to burgers and
flip-flops. So when Ned's cousin offers to cut him in on a fast break-and-enter job, he can't turn it down. The risk is high,
and the reward is even greater-$5 million. But the robbery goes devastatingly wrong. Forced to run away from his town
and the woman he's fallen in love with, Ned knows that only distance and secrecy can save his life. But who is pursuing
him? The FBI? Whoever sabotaged the heist? Or is it all somehow tied in to his new love-and his oldest enemies?
Discover a vivid and nail-biting crime thriller from "one of America's most influential authors" (New York Times). You
won't be able to put it down.
After a lavish night of guilty pleasures in Monte Carlo, four best friends face an awful morning of arrests -- and a fight for
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survival. Only minutes after Abbie Elliot and her three best friends step off of a private helicopter, they enter the most
luxurious, sumptuous, sensually pampering hotel they have ever been to. Their lavish presidential suite overlooks Monte
Carlo, and they surrender: to the sun and pool, to the sashimi and sake, to the Bruno Paillard champagne. As the
weekend moves into pulsating discos, high-stakes casinos, and beyond, Abbie is transported to the greatest pleasure
and release she has ever known. In the morning's harsh light, Abbie awakens on a yacht, surrounded by police.
Something awful has happened: something impossible, unthinkable. Abbie, Winnie, Serena, and Bryah are arrested and
accused of the foulest crime imaginable. And now the vacation of a lifetime becomes the fight of a lifetime-a fight for
survival. Guilty Wives is the ultimate indulgence, the kind of nonstop joy-ride of excess, friendship, betrayal, and danger
that only James Patterson can create.
Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her three children have struggled in every way. In a last ditch effort to
save the family, Anne plans an elaborate sailing vacation to bring everyone together once again. But only an hour out of
port, everything is going wrong. The teenage daughter, Carrie, is planning to drown herself. The teenage son, Mark, is
high on drugs and ten-year-old Ernie is nearly catatonic. This is the worst vacation ever. Anne manages to pull things
together bit by bit, but just as they begin feeling like a family again, something catastrophic happens. Survival may be the
least of their concerns. Written with the blistering pace and shocking twists that only James Patterson can master, SAIL
takes "Lost" and "Survivor" to a new level of terror.
Discover a dangerous world of manipulation, obsession, and murder in James Patterson's scary, sexy standalone thriller.
Ben isn't like most people. Unable to control his racing thoughts, he's a man consumed by his obsessions: movies,
motorcycles, presidential trivia-and Diana Hotchkiss, a beautiful woman Ben knows he can never have. When Diana is
found dead outside her apartment, Ben's infatuation drives him on a hunt to find out what happened to the love of his life.
He soon discovers that the woman he pined for was hiding a shocking secret. And now someone is out to stop Ben from
uncovering the truth about Diana's illicit affairs. In his most heart-pumping thriller yet, James Patterson plunges us into
the depths of a mind tortured by paranoia and obsession, on an action-packed chase through a world of danger and
deceit.
In James Patterson's pulse-racing New York Times bestseller, violent animal attacks are destroying entire cities-and two
unlikely heroes must save the world before it's too late. All over the world, brutal attacks are crippling entire cities.
Jackson Oz, a young biologist, watches the escalating events with an increasing sense of dread. When he witnesses a
coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the enormity of the violence to come becomes terrifyingly clear. With the help of
ecologist Chloe Tousignant, Oz races to warn world leaders before it's too late. The attacks are growing in ferocity,
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cunning, and planning, and soon there will be no place left for humans to hide. For 36 years, James Patterson has written
unputdownable, pulse-racing novels-and Zoo is the thriller he was born to write. With wildly inventive imagination and
white-knuckle suspense that rivals Stephen King at his very best, Zoo is an epic, non-stop thrill-ride from "one of the best
of the best" (Time).
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